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Welcome to our first newsletter of the year. It has certainly been an eventful few months and we
are expecting more in the future.
As seen on the news the UK Government is putting a bill through Parliament to allow gene edited
food to enter the food chain unregulated. This is, of course, causing some concern within the
organic movement. Defra are being challenged on potential contamination issues and what
measures will be in place to ensure detection and traceability. We are following this closely. The
GMWatch and BeyondGM websites are good places to turn to for how the proposed legislation is
being challenged.
Despite the challenges of staff changes and Covid restrictions, BDA Certification has grown from
strength to strength over the past year. We have had a steady stream of applications from both
farms and trade.
Please read through the newsletter which contains important updates on inspections, standards
changes and the increased support in farm advisory services and supply chains available from the
Biodynamic Association.
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Our email contact details
BDA certification certification@biodynamic.org.uk
BDA Marketing & supply chain support marketing@biodynamic.org.uk
BDA Farm services Farmservices@biodynamic.org.uk

Websites
BDA Certification - standards, forms & guidance
Biodynamic Association
BDA Farm Services
Biodynamic Federation-Demeter International
Call us on 01453 766296

Follow us on social media
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2022 Inspections
Over the last two years when many inspections were happening remotely, (even though last year
we did our best to visit as many of you as possible), we were faced with a very large backlog of
inspection reports because of many delays and cancellations due to illness and positive testing.
This unfortunately resulted in delays in reissuing many of your certificates for 2022.
This year we are reverting to our routine inspection cycle of March to October. Some of our
inspectors have reported difficulties in setting up inspection dates with you because of late
inspections last year. To get back on track, we are asking you to agree to earlier inspections this
year. It is also good practice for us to witness your enterprises at different times of the year to get a
fuller picture.
We have instructed our inspectors to complete all inspections before the end of October, so if your
farm or business was inspected late last year or in 2020, please allow our inspectors to set up
earlier dates for 2022.
Many thanks for your understanding and cooperation.

2022 Fees update
You will be pleased to learn that we have decided to hold our fees this year. As you will be faced
with increased costs across your farms and businesses, we felt it best to tighten our own belts,
absorb the costs and give you much needed support towards adjusting to the current financial
climate.

News from the Biodynamic Federation
Biodynamic Federation-Demeter International Newsletter June 2022
The Biodynamic Federation is growing from strength to strength supporting biodynamic activity
across the world. This year the annual Members' Assembly will be held in Chile in November
(hosted by ABD Chile - https://www.agriculturabiologicodinamica.cl/). From then on meetings will
be held physically every second year, with the next one in 2024 to celebrate 100 years of the
Biodynamic Agriculture Course. Next year it will be held online.
They are also very active lobbying on such issues as GMO and animal welfare.
For an up to date picture of their activity, see https://demeter.net/
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Organic 2022 standards
The 2022 BDA Certification Organic Processing Standards are being published this week and will
be on our website here
As part of the UK-EU Trade deal the UK has adopted the current EU organic standards (EC 834)
for a period of 3 years. This will give breathing room for the UK to develop our own organic
standards which are likely to reflect the incoming new EU regulation (EC 848). However the
Biodynamic Association remains concerned that as the UK strikes new trade deals across the
world our organic standards will come under pressure to be lowered in order to facilitate trade.
We will be doing all we can to maintain the current high standards, and will be keeping you
informed on how you can participate and get your views heard as the UK develops its own organic
standards over the next 3 years.

Demeter 2022 standards
We have updated Demeter standards which are available on our website here
As you may know, the Demeter standards are developed and updated on an annual basis through
an international democratic process. We have also been working on making some areas of our
Demeter UK standards easier to understand.
If you have ideas for how we could further improve or change our standards, please do get in
touch.

News from the Certification Office
Thank for you for bearing with us as we had some upheaval within the office. We were sad to say
farewell to Jessie Marcham after nearly 6 years working with us. Lillie Bellamy is moving across
from Processing Certification and will be stepping into Jessie’s shoes as Production Certification
officer. Annie Comley joined us at the beginning of June as our Processing Certification officer.
Our previous manager Stuart Cragg left us back in September and still works for us a part time
technical officer. We now welcome Andreas to the role of Certification Manager. We also welcome
two new inspectors to our team, Tali and Kate.
As always we strive to provide a personal and efficient service with our well qualified team. The
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bios will give you an insight to their experience and what they bring to the team.
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Andreas Westhäuser-Rüttinger - Certification Manager

I am pleased to be given the responsibility and confidence to be looking after anything relating to
certification within the BDA, be it to organic or Demeter standards.
Work for me is an important and committed lifestyle choice. It is about caring, sharing values,
supporting the local community, protecting nature, and ensuring a better future is possible. I am
keen on being part of a charity/sector that recognises the importance of this and strives for it both
to hold its ground and gain popularity. That is why I joined the BDA.
I am told I am the first Certification Manager who wasn’t a farmer before. Well, I promise it will not
change the service provided to you! I may come with a different background in organic retail, but
the standards are still the same.
My job, as I see it, is to protect our shared brands and values, be it organic or Biodynamic
(Demeter) and ensure a level playing field for all.
There is much learning to be done but being eager, keen, and curious and with the support of my
team and possibly from you, I am sure a promising future awaits.
Looking forward to meeting/working with you!

Annie Comley - Processing Certification Officer

Last year I changed career after eight years working for the NHS, six of those years as a
paramedic. Throughout this time, I never lost my passion for food and farming, having spent much
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of my childhood growing and cooking with fresh fruit vegetables with my family, and my teenage
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years working on a local livestock farm. Most recently, I have just finished a postgraduate course in
Agriculture at the Royal Agricultural University and five months working on a dairy farm alongside
my course. I have always been passionate about organic food, and the discovery of biodynamic
practices was a missing link for me. I can’t wait to be a part of this enthusiastic and inspiring
organisation and get stuck into the Processing Certification and Project Officer role.

We also have 2 new processing inspectors.

Tali Eichner - Processing inspector

Organic and biodynamic food has been a thread throughout my life and career. For 11 years I ran
the dairy processing enterprise at Old Plaw Hatch Farm, a biodynamic community-owned mixed
farm. I am a founding member of Raw Milk Producers Association and also work in policy for
Community Supported Agriculture Network UK. I am really enjoying the opportunity to meet more
food processing enterprises and deepening my knowledge of producing nutritious organic and
biodynamic foods. In my free time I am studying for a Masters in Ecology to better understand the
interaction between nature and agriculture and helping a friend growing vegetables in her
polytunnel.

Kate Scott - Processing inspector

Hi, my name is Kate Scott, I am a shepherdess and medical herbalist with over 20 years
experience in organic livestock farming and production. Passionate about sustainable agriculture I
have combined my love of farming with my knowledge of plants as a herbalist to talk about the
benefits of diverse pasture to ruminant health. Very happy to be part of the BDA team and look
forward to meeting some of you over the coming year!
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Biodynamic Research

To biodynamic farmers and growers carrying out research or trials
Research has always been a vital aspect for the development of biodynamic farming and
gardening. At the AGM last year, the Biodynamic Association approved a motion to include
research in the Constitution as one of the Objects. We would like to get an idea of what research is
being carried out (whether simple or more complex) on biodynamic farms and gardens in the UK.
This will help us map out what is being carried out in the UK and help develop our strategy.
We would like to hear from you if you are carrying out any biodynamic (or related) research work. 
Do also tell us if you have plans for research or are looking for others to engage with on a
biodynamic research project.
Please email Richard Swann: rswann@biodynamic.org.uk

Biodynamic On Farm Events
Reconnecting on the Land

You are warmly invited to join us at one of our forthcoming regional events

With the challenges of Covid behind us, we want to
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reconnect with our farmers and growers, members and local groups
showcase the brilliant variety and achievements of biodynamic practice
let you know what the Biodynamic Association is doing to support biodynamics in the UK
It's also a great opportunity to meet like-minded people and inspire other farmers and growers in
your area to see what the biodynamic approach can offer
The first On Farm Event is taking place on Thursday 30th June at Waltham Place, Berkshire, SL6
3JH
For a full list of dates and venues & to book your place go to
https://www.biodynamic.org.uk/biodynamic-on-farm-events-june-to-nov-2022/
We look forward to seeing you!
Dan Powell (Biodynamic Farming Services)

£30 million for farmers to boost their businesses and
add extra value to produce

£30 million of funding grants, announced by the Environment Secretary, will enable farmers in
England to purchase equipment to process, diversify and add value to their produce.
Funding from the Farming Investment Fund (FIF) could mean farmers will be able to purchase
premises and equipment for the preparation or processing of agricultural produce. For example,
turning milk into cheese or yoghurt, processing meat into sausages, and potatoes into crisps or
chips; or equipment such as vending machines and display facilities for selling food direct to
customers.

The funding will be offered in sums between £25,000 and £300,000. More information on the
Adding Value grant is available on GOV.UK.
It is also being announced today that the first round of new Slurry Infrastructure grants, worth £13
million, will open later this autumn.
These new grants will help livestock farmers in England to upgrade their slurry storage and nutrient
management systems and, in so doing, help reduce water and air pollution from slurry. Guidance
for applicants is now available on GOV.UK.

Petering out Peat
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Peat is a valuable and precious resource which over time has been cultivated and degraded. Peat
is really important for storing carbon, providing fantastic wildlife habitats and has a role to play in
water management. The restoration and care of peatlands is therefore crucial as we aim to restore
our lands and fight climate change.
The use of peat under our standards is limited to use in horticulture in certain circumstances. We
are currently reviewing the use of peat and plan to start phasing out its use over the coming years.
We would be interested to hear from licensees about what alternatives they use now, and how
affective they find them.
Defra carried out a consultation earlier in the year to gather views on the ending of retail sale of
peat in horticulture. They are currently considering the responses.
See https://consult.defra.gov.uk/soils-and-peatlands/endingtheretailsaleofpeatinhorticulture/

Pest Problems

We recently encountered a couple of situations where disallowed pest control methods were used.
This resulted in decertification of the products. If you have any problems with pests – please check
the relevant organic/Demeter standards first, but please also double check with us if anything is
unclear and especially if you have to smoke or fog any products.

Importing organic products from third countries
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Clear traceability documentation is required for the import of all organic products into Great
Britain. For all third countries, with the exception of EU/EEA countries, a Certificate of Inspection
(COI) is needed. Until now imports from Europe could be carried out without a COI. This was to
have changed on the 1st July this year when it would have been mandatory. We recently had a
notification from Defra that they will now not be needed until later in 2023, whilst they revise the
scheme.
However, if you import organic products from the EU into Great Britain, you will still need
certification for the importing, as well as for any processing, storage and distribution.
Latest information on all importing and exporting requirements can be found on the UK
Government website at https://www.gov.uk/guidance/importing-and-exporting-organic-food
The COIs should be signed off by the Port Health Authority where products enter Great Britain.
Any imported organic products without that signature are at risk of losing their organic status.
Should you have any questions on importing and exporting please contact Richard Swann
rswann@biodynamic.org.uk
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